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“A timeless…gripping adventure of love, war, and discovery.”  
4.4 out of 5 stars, IndieReader Reviews

“Hamlet’s friend Horatio tells an evocative, compelling story of his own. With its literary 
flourishes and exciting scenes, A Man of Honor  addresses ethical questions in fascinating ways.” 

4 out of 5,  Clarion Reviews

“A Man of Honor  is an engaging historical novel that’s a nice break from the genre’s standard 
fare, whether you’re familiar with the legend of Hamlet or not.”   

– Laura P.,  US Amazon reader review

“…Nelson's work here is innovative and inspired, taking Shakespeare's characters and setting 
beyond the bounds of the tragedy in a way that maintains the essence of Hamlet, but builds out 

from this in new and exciting ways, too.” 
– Katherine.,  UK Amazon reader review
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Finalist,  Literary Fiction
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A Man of Honor tells the fictional tale of how one man's oath gave birth to the legend of Hamlet.

Amid rising war between rival kings, a dying prince extracts a promise from his friend, Horatio: “Tell my 
story.” But how will Horatio preserve his honor and the prince’s legacy while surviving this murderous 
kingdom and the men who would rule it?

Aided by unexpected allies, a courageous lady-in-waiting and a disgraced French nobleman, Horatio 
undertakes this perilous quest that will lead him on a journey none of them could have ever predicted, 
to a place none of them ever thought they would see. Will Hamlet’s glory be Horatio’s downfall?
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